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high order and a new sufficient conditions for separation (see condition (DAF) below) requiring the sources to have different higher
We propose a new sufficient condition for separation of colored
self-correlation functions of even order. This condition can be
source signals with temporal structure, stating that the separation is
considered as a generalization of those one described in [5] (see
possible, if the source signals have different higher self-correlation
also references therein for similar sufficient conditions for blind
functions of even order. We show that the problem of blind source
source separation). It is interesting to mention that a related conseparation of uncorrelated colored signals can be converted to
a
dition, sufficient for deconvolution problems, using only second
symmetric eigenvalue problem of a special covariance matrix 
order correlation functions and expressed by power spectral matri




 

depending on -dimensional parameter ,
ces is proposed in [14].
if this
matrix has distinct eigenvalues. We prove that the
parameIn this paper we prove that BSS problem can be converted to


ters for which this is possible, form an open subset of  , which
symmetric eigenvector problem, for which the value of the kurtocomplement has a Lebesgue measure zero. We use a robust orsis is unimportant. So, any algorithm for eigenvector problem can
thogonalization of the mixing matrix, which is not sensitive to the
separate simultaneously uncorrelated colored sources with differwhite noise, and propose a new sufficient condition for that: the
ent temporal structures. It is worth to mention that simultaneous
source signals to have linearly independent higher self-correlation
extraction of i.i.d. (independent and identically distributed) signals
functions of even order. We propose a new one-step algorithm,
is also possible with global convergence (see for example [17]).
based on the non-smooth optimization
theory,
which
disperses
the
The use of second statistics approach for blind separation of

eigenvalues of the matrix  providing sufficient distance betemporally correlated sources has been developed and analyzed
tween them.
by many researchers, including Amari [2], Molgdey and Schuster
[15], Pham and Garat [19], Belouchrani et al. [4], Belouchrani and
Cichocki [3], Cichocki, Rutkowski, Barros, and Oh [6], Cichocki,
1. INTRODUCTION
and Thawonmas [7], Choi and Cichocki [8], Pearlmutter and Parra
[18], Mueller et al.[16], etc. Moreover, it should be mentioned that
The interest of blind signal processing, especially, independent
recently several researchers have developed a number of efficient
component analysis (ICA) has been increased recently, due to its
algorithms for sequential blind source extraction, especially works
potential applications in many areas, including brain signal proof Delfosse and Loubaton [10],
cessing and other biomedical signal processing, speech enhanceHowever, our approach has some advantages that may not be
ment, wireless communication, geophysical data processing, data
found in others at the same time. It is computationally simpler
mining, etc. (see e.g. [1-6]).
and more efficient than Joint Diagonalization approach since it
The problem of blind source separation
(BSS) is formulated as
           employs powerful eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) [11]; it profollows: we can observe sensor signals  


vides relative fast convergence (since several algorithm has been
which are described as
developed for the EVD with cubic convergence); it can solve large
    !  
scale problem with hundreds or even thousands of sources due to



(1)
efficiency of available EVD algorithms, it extracts the components
 
simultaneously; does not assume non-zero kurtosis neither statis

where
is " # $ full-rank unknown mixing matrix, 
tical independence of the sources; does not need the sources to be
%       %&   $ ' "  is a vector of unknown zero mean
stationary; does not need that all but one signal should be Gaus! 
colored (i.e. with temporal structure) source signals and  is
sian; and it is robust in respect to white additive noise what often
a vector of additive white noise. Our objective is to estimate the
leads to smaller errors (cross-talking between estimated sources).

mixing matrix and/or source signals simultaneously or sequentially one-by-one assuming that they are uncorrelated (not necessarily statistically independent) but arbitrarily distributed col2. ROBUST ORTHOGONALIZATION
ored (not independent identically
distributed),
i.e.
we
assume
that
 *  + 
, In our method below we need the global mixing matrix to be orsources satisfy
relation: ( )%  % 
at least for
  . /   
thogonal. The standard whitening procedure is not acceptable,
some
and have different temporal structures [4], [5].
since it enhances the noise. We use a preprocessing procedure
More generally, we introduce a new condition for decorrelation of
ABSTRACT

in, which is not sensitive to the white noise and which allows us to
define a new semi-orthogonal (orthogonal if "  $) mixing matrix for the preprocesed data [3]. The idea is to use time-delayed
correlation matrices that are not sensitive to additive white noise
and construct a positive definite matrix from their linear combination (for sufficiently large number of samples), a problem solved
in [3] by a finite-step global convergence algorithm [22].
Let us definea a time-delayed correlation matrix of the observation vector  by


   *  +

  ()  










processing matrix 
.



3. Compute the preprocesed data        .


Remark 1 By
mixing matrix as     ,
 defining
  a new


 


where

is a diagonal (scaling) matrix with
     

" #
positive
entries
it
is
easy
to
show
that


" unit matrix), thus the matrix
is orthogonal, if "  $.
This orthogonality condition is necessary for performing separation of signals using EVD. It should be noted that in contrast to
the standard prewhithening
procedure for our robust orthogonal+ 
, 
ization generally
()
, but it is possible to be arranged
+  
()
, with a more complicated algorithm. Also, we
!



have     , where     . But due to the scaling indeterminacy
of the
sources we may write in the sequel that
!
!
 !

  
(   ).
3. SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR SIMULTANEOUS
BLIND SOURCE SEPARATION OF COLORED SOURCES
We define higher autocorrelation functions of even order for the
source signals by
   ()% %  *      %  *   %  *   +

         

where

ing condition:

   
,         
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Define a high order covariance matrix of sensor signals by
 

+
   

()&
& ' & '(



and similarly, a high order covariance matrix of source signals by
(3)



 and
 for the
Similarly we define
analogous matrices

source signals   .
In a linear data model (1), thetime-delayed, correlation matrices of the observation vector  for any   - satisfy (due to
       
the assumption
of white
noise)


  

Note that
 is symmetric, if
 is a diagonal matrix) but in order to avoid the effect
of computational
errors (which

could destroy the symmetricity of
 ), we use (3).
The robust orthogonalization algorithm can be summarized as
follows.
Algorithm Outline: Robust Orthogonalization
1. Find (by the method described +in[3]), i.e. choose or es
)
such that the matrix
timate a set of
 parameters





 


is positive definite.

 

2. Perform an
eigenvalue-decomposition of
 ,


where the entries
matrix
are
 of diagonal

the positive eigenvalues of

and compute the pre-
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iff
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and a symmetric matrix

. 
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i.e. the sources have different higher autocorrelation functions
   
of even
order, at least for some discrete time delays  
           
 

.
We shall say that these functions are linearly independent, if

and introduce the follow-

, !      "
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where 

 

 .

We shallsay
that the source signals are uncorrelated of 
order
., if    are diagonal matrices for every   
.
  
   
Note
that in this case the diagonal elements of
 are 


.
$. If the source signals are statistically independent random
variables, then this condition is satisfied, but the converse assertion
is
not always true. We say that 
thesources
of order
 are colored
/)
 * 
., if for some vector *

the matrix

is
nonzero (diagonal) matrix.
'(
  


define
For a given vector
/)



  # #    




&+

and similarly for the source signals

,   # #  



&+

Lemma 1 If the mixing matrix  is orthogonal
and matrix
, 


is a diagonal matrix, then the
matrix

is
symmetri
   ,  

cal and can be decomposed as 

.
Moreover, if the diagonal matrix has distinct entries, then the
mixing matrix can be estimated as  
up to multiplication
with arbitrary permutation and diagonal nonsingular scaling matrices.
Theorem /1)Assume that the signals are colored and uncorre., condition (DAF) is satisfied and the mixing
lated of order
matrix is orthogonal. Then
  
(a) for any  - ./0 1 2! 1&   
, there exists a vec  34(

tor

such that the matrix  has distinct4(
eigenval
  3

ues. Furthermore, the set 5  of all vectors

with
34(
this property form an open subset of 
, which complement
has a Lebesgue measure zero.

(b) If  is given 
from an ( 6 7 of the matrix  for some
 

5  , i.e. 
, then the estimating mixing

matrix
is  
and the separating matrix is 8   

(up to multiplication with arbitrary permutation and diagonal
nonsingular scaling matrices).

, 
Proof. (a) Observe that the matrices  and  have the
same eigenvalues. It is easy to see that
the complement of 5 

 '(
is a finite union of subspaces of 
. If we prove that 5 
is nonempty, then every of these subspaces must be proper (i.e.

 '(


different from 
), consequently, with a Lebesgue measure

 '(
), therefore the complement of 5 
zero (with respect to 
must have a Lebesgue
measure zero too.
+&
, 
be the diagonal elements of the matrix  ,
Let ) 
'(
  

where
. Assume that two diagonal
elements of
, 
   
are
equal, for example 
the
matrix

 . Let
 . /

be a /
vector, which
is
different
from
only
in
the
compo /
nent  /
.
( .  /
is defined by the condition (DAF)). Then
,
   .
 .
of the condition (DAF). If all
,  , because
/
diagonal elements of  . / are different,
we finish the proof.
.
 !  . / for some indexes
If
 not,suppose that  
   
and 
. We
can change a little the component   
of the

/
vector .
(keeping
the other components
the same)
and
ob   
     
,





tain a new vector 
such that        !,     (be    .
cause of condition (DAF) and keeping     
, 


for which
Continuing
in such a way, for any couple 
             (where      is the vector con 
sidered in the previous step), we make small change of    
keeping the pair-wise difference of the diagonalelements
consid  
eredinthe previous
steps
and
obtain
vector

for
which
,
   
    . So, after finite number of steps we

, 
for which the diagonal elements of  
are
obtain a vector
distinct. This proves the non-emptiness of the set 5  and finishes the proof of (a).
(b) This follows from the well known facts of linear algebra
[13].
Remark 2 An advantage of using high order correlations is
that it is possible two source signals to have the same autocorrelation functions of second order but to have different higher autocorrelation functions of even order.
Remark 3 It should be noted that ideal
case under assump  
tion that mixing matrix is orthogonal and
 are diagonal matrices, noise is white and uncorrelated with source signals the covariance matrix is symmetrical and standard symmetric eigenvalue

decomposition (EVD) can be applied. If the matrix  is nonsymmetric (due to numerical errors) the following
can
  procedure
  
be applied. Construct symmetric matrix: 
 
 
and then apply the EVD.  
 
Remark 4 If all time delays 
aredifferent,
then
 
+
the high-ordercorrelation matrices ()&   and con
sequently  are unbiased by the additive noise under condition
that it is white (i.i.d.) and independent from the source signals.
Remark 5 A sufficient condition for the robust orthogonalization is condition (LIAF).
In this case it is possible
to choose
 also



such set of parameters that the matrix  or  to be positive definite.

4. ONE-STEP ALGORITHM, WHICH DISPERSES
THE

EIGENVALUES OF THE MATRIX 
We present one step
algorithm which ensures that all eigenvalues

of the matrix  are different and dispersed as much as we want.
For its derivation (which is omitted because of limited space) we
use the notions and facts from the non-smooth analysis and the
optimization theory, contained in [9] and [12].
Consider the function:

  





1.
1



)

 *   +



(4)

where  are the eigenvalues (in decreasing order) of the
ma
trix  . This function is positively homogeneous, i.e.  

  for

-. So, it is enough to find an accent direction

of this function
and then we can disperse the eigenvalues of the

matrix  simply by multiplication. Below we propose an algorithm for finding an accent direction. We point out that this is
not the steepest accent direction, although we can find this steepest
accent direction with a more complicated algorithm.
)  For simplicity we shall consider here the case when
,
i.e. the autocorrelation functions are of second order. Also, from a
practical point of view 
it is useful to work with a set of fixed and

for all signals. So, in the sequel we
global time delays 
  
 
  

shall assume that
 , 

and the con )    +,
dition
(DAF)
is
satisfied
with
respect
to
the
set
 
,       
, !   
. The algorithm is summarized
i.e.


as follows:

, -   
1. Start from arbitrary
 .



,
2. Perform an EVD of the matrix  :  
where
is a diagonal
matrix
whose
diagonal
elements
are
the

are eigenvectors of
eigenvalues
of  and the columns of



 . If 
stop.
go to 3.
  , then

 .Otherwise
  +
3. Let  
)
be the set of non-distinct
 "

/
eigenvalues of  , i.e. every  has multiplicity " - .
Calculate the -dimensional vectors

 2  2    2   2    2 
" are the eigenvectors among the columns
where  2  .
  
;
of corresponding to the eigenvalue
4. Choose a vector
(denoted
by
)
with
maximal
norm among
*
    .  "    + and compute
the vectors ) 2   2


the new vector
as  
, where -  '.. 
 


Then 
, i.e. the eigenvalues of   aredifferent.

If they are not dispersed enough, we take the matrix   for an
.
appropriate
.
In the following theorem we show how to disperse two equal
eigenvalues. This gives an idea why direction in the above algorithm has such a form.
    . 
Theorem 2 Assume
that the eigenvalues 
"
   
of
the
matrix


are
ordered
in
decreasing
order,
 
    

 has multiplicity 2, i.e.  
 for some , and
 and  are two unit linearly independent eigenvectors of

 
 
, to   . Then, for any
we have
  corresponding
 
,   
the components of are
      *   , where



.
Proof. Since  is orthogonal, the eigenvalues of the matrices

 
,  
   

and 


coincide.
We have


   

 

      





   




  -  -  . -   -, 1 is in the *th place and 
where






  




   .. Denote by 
,    and   the -th
diagonal element ofthe matrices
and

respec *  
     *     .
tively. Observe that  
Then we have:
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Note that    since  and  are linearly independent
and the last sum is nonzero, due to condition (DAF),
which is sat   +
isfied, as we assumed, with respect to the set )
.

The following lemma gives accent directions of a nonsmooth
function.
  

 is a locally LipsLemma 2. Assume that

chitz function, regular in senseof Clarke[9]. Let
  mean the

   be
any nonzero
Clarke subdifferential
of at and 

element of   . Then * 
 , i.e.
is
direction in which the function can increase strictly.
Proof. By the properties of the regular locally Lipschitz functions (see [9]), we have:
 


    
.  * (


 ./0
-

- 
The derivation of the subdifferential   
is given by the formula:
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is complicated and
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where * is the set where the minimum in (4) is attained, is the
set of all unit eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalue and
 denotes the closed convex hull. The above algorithm is based
on formula (5) and Lemma 2.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
We have formulated a new sufficient condition for blind separation
of signals and a new sufficient condition for robust orthogonalization of the mixing matrix, based on higher order autocorrelation
functions. Moreover, we have presented a new algorithm for BSS
of colored sources based on symmetrical eigenvalue decomposition, using a new procedure for dispersion of eigenvalues, derived
by non-smooth analysis and optimization. The proposed algorithm
is robust with respect to white additive noise. Furthermore, the
algorithm is suitable for large scale problem due to efficiency of
several recently developed procedures for the eigenvalue decomposition. Most of the assertions in this paper are proved rigorous
mathematically.
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